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n Friday’s broadcast of
MSNBC’s “Live,” DNC Interim
Chairwoman Donna Brazile
argued that “the Democratic
Party is not immune to this.
We haven’t moved over the
hill yet.” Brazile said, “[O]ur
job is to lead, and I will lead.
I’m going to be the leader that
we need. And on the
Democratic side, we have a lot
of work to do and we have to
do it soon because we’re not
going to be able to count on
the kind of time frame that
you see on the Republican
side. They are in trouble, but
they have time. They can



replenish their resources.
They can fix the campaign
errors that they made. We
have to do it right now.” (h/t
The Hill) Follow Ian Hanchett
on Twitter @IanHanchettQ:
Detecting whether an IP
address has been assigned to
a machine or is not in use I am
looking for a reliable way to
determine whether a
particular IP address is
assigned to a machine or has
been dynamically assigned
through a DHCP request/offer.
Are there any indications that
a particular IP address is not
in use? A: Running host will



tell you whether the IP
address has been statically
configured. Assuming the
machine in question is a
server, ssh into the machine
and check what it says. If the
system in question is in use, it
should say something like:
Address State 10.10.10.10
f988f36e3a
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